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DEDICATEDTOHANS ZASSENHAUSONTHE OCCASIONOFHIS TOTHBIRTHDAY 
Given m rational functions j&Y, ,..., X,) (I <i < m), in n variables, with coef- 
ficients in a number field K. The Diophantine problem discussed is as follows: 
under what conditions does there exist a vector (cl . . . . . z,) of numbers algebraic over 
K. such that theh(c, ,..,, 2”) are algebraic integers? This is called a Skolem problem 
with data f, . . . ..f..,. In this paper a Hasse principle (local-global) for Skolem 
problems is established. This result implies that there exists a decision procedure for 
Skolem problems, because the corresponding local problems are decidable due to 
A. Robinson. Parallel to the Hasse principle, a strong approximation theorem is 
proved, which says that the space of global solutions of a Skolem problem is dense 
in the space of adelic solutions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be an algebraic number field of finite degree and 0 its ring of 
algebraic integers. We work in the algebraic closure Z?; let b denote the 
integral closure of 0 in R. Thus l? is the field of all algebraic numbers, and 
b is the ring of all algebraic integers. Suppose we are given a vector of m 
rational functions over K, 
f(X) = (ft(x>Y..Lf,(x>) 
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in the vector variable 
x = (X, ,..., X,). 
The Diophantine problem to be discussed in this paper is the following: 
under what conditions does there exist a vector z = (z, ,..., z,,) with coor- 
dinates zj E I? such that each A(z) E d? 
We shall use the simplified notation z E !? in order to indicate that every 
coordinate zj E d (1 ,< j < n). Similarly we write f(z) E 6.’ Hence our 
problem asks for z E k such that f(z) E 6. 
This problem will be called the Skolem problem with data f, and z is a 
solution of the problem. If we want to refer to the field K and its subring n 
then we shall speak of the Skolem problem over K. 0. 
Several special cases of this general problem were discussed by Skolem 
[9] in 1934. For instance Skolem considered a non-zero polynomial 
f(X) E 0[X] and h e asked: under what conditions does there exist z E 6 
such thatS(z) is a unit in d? We see that indeed this is a special case of our 
general problem by putting m = n + 1 and 
fi(X) = xi (1 <i<lZ) 
fn, I(X) = l/f(X). 
Skolem’s condition for solvability of this special problem requires that f(X) 
be primitive, i.e. its coefficients should have no common divisor. This 
condition was later rediscovered by Dade [ 21. It will be contained as a 
special case in our general results below. 
Let u range over the non-archimedean primes, or valuations, of K. Let K, 
denote the completion of K at v, and O,, its canonical valuation ring. For 
each v we may consider the Skolem problem over K,., 0,.: this calls for a 
vector zi. with coordinates in the algebraic closure E,, of K,., such that f(z,.) 
is in the canonical valuation ring a,. of d,.. We shall speak of the local 
Skolem problem at v, with data f. Obviously, the solvability of the local 
problem is necessary for the solvability of the global problem. Our first 
theorem gives a local-global principle for Skolem problems. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that for each non-archimedean prime L’ of K 
there exists z,, E f?,, such that f(z?) E a,.. Then there exists z E if such that 
f(z) E 6. Hence for Sk,olem problems, local solvability everywhere is 
necessary and sufficient for global solvability. 
‘If we want to indicate the format of the respective vectors then we may use the correct 
notation z E k?, resp. f(z) E 6”‘. However. in most instances the format will be clear from the 
context: therefore we have chosen to use the above simplified notation. 
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Thus the global problem is reduced to the corresponding local problems. It 
is, however, not necessary to consider all non-archimedean primes 2’ of K. It 
suffices to verify local solvability for a certain finite subset of primes, called 
the singular set, explicitly definable by means of the data of the Skolem 
problem as follows. 
We use the additive notation for valuations. Thus if c is a non- 
archimedean valuation of K and if a, b E K then 
v(ab) = v(a) t v(b) 
v(a f 6) > Min[ v(a), v(b)].’ 
The value t)(f) of a polynomial f(X) E K[X] is defined to be the minimum 
of the values of the coefficients of f(X). This definition is extended to 
rational functions instead of polynomials: Iff(X) E K(X) then write f as a 
quotient of two polynomials, f = g/h, and we put z!(f) = v(g) - v(h). In this 
way the value v(f) is well defined. If f = (f, ,...,f,) is a vector of rational 
functions then we define 
v(f) = Min(v(f,),..., UK)]. 
This number is called the v-content of the Skolem data f. There are only 
finitely many primes v of K such that v(f) < 0; these v are called singular 
with respect to f. We also say that f is singular at U. Note that the term 
“singular” is defined for non-archimedean primes only. 
THEOREM 1.2. If the non-archimedean prime v of K is non-singular for f 
then the Skolem problem with data f is locally solvable at L’. 
Consequently Theorem 1.1 may be rephrased as follows. 
THEOREM 1.3. If the Skolem problem with data f is locallJ1 solvable at 
each of the finitely many f-singular primes then the problem is globall) 
solvable. 
In particular: 
COROLLARY 1.4. If there are no singularities for f then the Skolem 
problem with data f is globally solvable. 
Corollary 1.4 contains the Skolem-Dade result mentioned above. For in 
the Skolem-Dade situation we have 
f(X) = (X5 l/f (X)1 
‘It is tacitly assumed that 11 is normalized such that z’(p) = 1 if p is the residue charac- 
teristic of I’. 
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with f(X) E f)[X]. Iff(X) is primitive then v(f) = 0 and hence u(f) = 0 for 
all valuations v of K; thus there are no singularities for f and Corollary 1.4 
applies. On the other hand, if f(X) is not primitive then clearly l/f(z) is 
never integral, for any z E d. In a similar manner all other results of Skolem 
[9] are contained in Corollary 1.4. However, our Theorem 1.3 is much more 
general since it also deals with data which do have singularities. 
For any non-archimedean prime v of K let R,, denote the O,.-algebra 
generated by f,(X),...&,(X), 
R,. = ~p[f(X)]. 
R,, is a subring of the rational function field K,,(X) and hence R,. is an 
integral domain. The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient 
condition for local solvability of the Skolem problem, in terms of the ring 
R,. This criterion is always satisfied in the regular case; hence the only 
interesting cases are those when v is singular for f. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let v be a non-archimedean prime of K. The Skolern 
problem with data f is locally solvable at v if and only if R,. n K,. = c), or. 
equivalently, if and only if l/x,. 6Z R,.. where x,, E K,, denotes a prime element 
for v. 
There is a similar global criterion, in terms of the ring 
R = O[f(X) J. 
THEOREM 1.6. The condition R n K = 0 is necessary and sufficient for 
the Skolem problem with data f to be locally solvable everywhere and hence, 
using Theorem 1.1, to be globally solvable. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. First we prove the two local 
Theorems 1.2 and 1.5 (Section 2). Then it will be easy to deduce Theorem 
1.6 (Section 3). There follow some preliminary remarks on adeles and ideles 
(Section 4), and then the proof of Theorem 1.3 (Section 5). which is to be 
regarded as the main part of this paper. Actually we shall prove not only 
Theorem 1.3 but at the same time a more general result called the densit) 
theorem; it concerns not only the solvability of the Skolem problem but also 
the location of its solutions. For a detailed statement see Section 5. 
As A. Robinson [7 1 has shown there exists a decision procedure for 
algebraically closed valued fields. Applying this to the fields I?,, we see that 
the solvability of local Skolem problems is decidable. Since in Theorem 1.3 
only finitely many primes u are involved, we conclude that Theorem 1.3 
provides a decision procedure for global Skolem problems. 
In [3], Davis et al. ask if there exists an algorithm for the solution of 
arbitrary Diophantine equations over 6; the conjecture that this be so had 
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already been voiced by Skolem 191. Our results may be considered as an 
afj%mative answer for a certain class of Diophantine equations over 0, 
namely, the class of those Diophantine equations which belong to a rational1.v 
parametrizable variety. The variety W belonging to the Skolem problem with 
data f(X) is contained in afIine m-space and admits f(X) = (f,(X),...,f,(X)) 
as its generic point over I?. The fact that the coordinates of this generic point 
are given by rational functions fi(X) signifies the fact that the variety is 
given in a rational parametrization. 3 
Remark 1.7. The results of this paper remain valid if the number field K 
is replaced by a function field of one variable over finite base field. This will 
be clear from the proofs given. 
Remark 1.8. For several reasons the preparation of our final manuscript 
was delayed after the work on this was completed. In the meantime there has 
appeared a paper by D. Estes and R. Guralnick [ 41 to which we want to 
draw the reader’s attention. The problem discussed in [4] is similar to ours, 
though the methods are different, and there is a considerable overlap in the 
results. It seems that the main body of our density Theorem 5.1, in particular 
the splitting statement (iii) of that theorem, is not contained in 14 I. 
Remark 1.9. In a letter dated September 22, 1982, R. Rumely has 
informed the authors that, generalizing the concepts of this manuscript, he 
has obtained a proof for the local-global principle for arbitrary algebraic 
varieties, not only rationally parametrizable ones as in this paper. Using that 
he has given a solution to Hilbert’s tenth problem over the ring of all 
algebraic integers. 
2. THE LOCAL CASE 
In this section we consider local Skolem problems over K,., 0,. for a fixed 
valuation v. Our aim is to prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.5 which are of local 
nature. Since v remains fixed, let us agree to simplify notation by dropping 
the index v and writing K, D instead of K,. , Q!, . This change of notation will 
be in effect throughout this section, until further notice. 
More generally, our results in this section will be valid for an arbitrary 
valued field K with non-trivial valuation.4 The given valuation of K is 
denoted by v, and c) is the corresponding valuation ring of K. If L is a 
valued overfield of K then the valuation of L will usually be denoted by the 
‘Strictly speaking, our results yield a decision procedure for the existence of simple points 
on W with coordinates in 6. 
‘For general valuation theory we refer. e.g.. to 15 1. 
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same letter a; this will not lead to misunderstanding as long as we work with 
one single valuation of L.5 
The given valuation u of K can be extended to the algebraic closure K of 
K. Any two such extensions are conjugate over K; this means that Z?‘, as a 
valued field extension of K, is uniquely determined up to K-isomorphism. 
This allows us to speak of the valued algebraic closure I? of the valuedfield 
K. It enjoys the universal property: If L is any algebraically closed valued 
overfield of K then there exists a K-isomorphic embedding of the valued 
algebraic closure K into the valued field L. 
Let f(X) = (f,(X),...&(X)) be Skolem data over K. The local Skolem 
problem for f asks for a vector z in the valued algebraic closure K such that 
As in the Introduction, we use the vector notation for valuations: the above 
condition means that 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that the Skolem problem v(f(z)) > 0 admits a 
solution vector z in some valued overfield L of K. Then this problem admits 
a solution vector in the valued algebraic closure I?. 
ProoJ Let i be the valued algebraic closure of L. There exists a K- 
isomorphic embedding of K into i (as valued fields); after identifying I? with 
its isomorphic image we may assume that I? c z. 
We use the theorem of A. Robinson that the theory of algebraically closed 
valued fields (with non-trivial valuation) is model complete. See [ 7, p. 54 1. 
This means that every first-order statement which can be formulated in the 
model Z? and which is true in some extension model is already true in K. We 
apply this to the statement: “There exists z such that v(f(z)) > 0.” Evidently 
this can be expressed in the first-order language of valued fields with 
constants from the field K (the coefficients of the rational functions f.(X), 
1 < i < m). By hypothesis of the lemma, the above statement is true in L and 
hence in z; whence we conclude that it is true in k’. In other words: there 
exists a solution z E I? of the Skolem problem v(f(z)) > 0. Q.E.D. 
The value v(f) of a rational functionf(X) E K(X) is defined as explained 
in the Introduction. We have the rules 
‘This notation is in accordance with the usual notation in the theory of ordered fields, 
where the given ordering is denoted by the symbol &, irrespective of the underlying field. 
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(The first of these rules is known as Gauss’ lemma.) Hence ~1 appears as a 
valuation of the rational function field K(X); it is called the content 
valuation of K(X). It is clear from the definition that the content valuation 
extends the given valuation v of K. The rational function field K(X), 
equipped with the content valuation, is a valued overfield of K. 
Now let f = (f,,...,f,) be Skolem data over K and suppose that 
c(f) = v(f(X)) > 0. This means that the Skolem problem with data f admits 
the solution X in the valued over-field K(X) of K. Hence from Lemma 2.1 we 
conclude that the problem admits a solution vector z in the valued algebraic 
closure /?. Moreover, z can be taken to be integral, i.e., v(z) > 0. This is seen 
by applying Lemma 2.1 to the extended Skolem problem data f*(X) = 
(X, f(X)). Any solution vector z E l? for f* satisfies P(Z) > 0, u(f(z)) > 0. 
We have proved: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let K be a valued field and f = (f, ,....f,) Skolem data 
over K. Suppose that v(f) > 0, which is to say that the valuation 1% of K is 
regular with respect to f. Then the Skolem problem v(f(z)) > 0 admits a 
solution vector z in the valued algebraic closure K’ of K. Moreover, z can be 
taken such that v(z) > 0. 
It is clear that Theorem 2.2 contains Theorem 1.2. as a special case when 
the valued field is a completion of an algebraic number field of finite degree. 
We are now going to prove Theorem 1.5 in the general framework of this 
section, i.e., for an arbitrary valued field K. Recall that 0 is the valuation 
ring of K. Let W denote the maximal ideal of D. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a valued field and f = (f, ,...,f,,,) Skolem data 
over K. Let us put R = 0 [f] = 0 1 f, ,....f,]. Then the condition R n K = 0 
or, equivalently, 9.V . R # R is necessary and suflcient for the Skolem 
problem v(f(z)) > 0 to admit a sotution vector z in the vahted algebraic 
closure I? of K. 
Remark 2.4. The two conditions R n K = D and !UI . R # R are indeed 
equivalent, as can be verified as follows. Suppose R n K # 0. then there 
exists aERnK, a 6Z 0. Then a= I/m with mE!BI. hence 
1 = m . a E %I . R, R = 1137 . R. Conversely suppose R = ‘9Jl ’ R, then there is 
a relation of the form 1 = xi mi . ri with mi E YJI, ri E R. Let m E !JJl be such 
that v(m) = Min, v(m,); then 1 = m . xi m -‘mi . ri = m . a with a E R. Since 
a= l/mEK, a&O we conclude RnKfD. 
If K admits a prime element 71 then the condition YJI . R = 7~ . R # R 
requires that 7c is not a unit in R, hence 1/7c 6? R. The condition l/n & R is 
mentioned in Theorem 1.5; hence we see that Theorem 1.5 is indeed 
contained in the more general Theorem 2.3. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. The condition is necessary: Suppose there exists 
z E Z? such that v(f(z)) > 0. This implies in particular that f(z) is defined at 
z. Let Q, be the local ring of all rational functions f(X) E K(X) which are 
defined at z, i.e., which are quotients of two polynomials f(X) = g(X)/h(X) 
such that the denominator does not vanish at z, h(z) # 0. Thus each 
component x(X) of f(X) is contained in Q, ; hence R = SJ [f] c Q,. The 
substitution X + z defines a K-homomorphism (D: Q,+ Z?. Since v(f(z)) = 
v(P) > 0 we conclude v(R”) > 0. That is, the image R” is contained in the 
valuation ring of k. If a E R f’K then a = aw (since q is a K- 
homomorphism), and hence v(a) = v(aw)> 0, a E 0. This shows that 
RnK=D. 
The condition is sufficient: Suppose that 9.N . R #R. Let M be a 
maximal ideal of R containing W . R. We invoke the general existence 
theorem for valuations in order to conclude that there is a valuation c’ of the 
field K(X) (not necessarily the content valuation) such that 
v’(R) > 0 and v’(M) > 0. 
Since c) c R and 1131 c M it follows 
v’(0) > 0 and v’(W) > 0. 
These relations imply that v’ coincides on K with the given valuation z’ (up 
to equivalence). Thus the valuation v’ makes K(X) a valued overfield of K. 
Since v’(R) > 0 we see that 
t:‘(f) = v’(f(X)) > 0. 
Hence the Skolem problem with data f admits the solution X in the valued 
overtield K(X) of K. Lemma 2.1 now shows that the Skolem problem admits 
a solution z E I?. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.5. Theorem 2.3 holds for arbitrary varieties over a valued field 
K, not necessarily rationally parametrizable. In fact, our above proof 
(including Lemma 2.1) remains valid if the rational function field K(X) is 
replaced by any algebraic function field K(x), where x = (-u, ,..., x,) is a 
generic point of an algebraic variety W over K (not necessarily the whole 
affine space). In this case, “Skolem data” are to be interpreted as vectors 
f = (f, ,...,f,) of rational functions fi =fi(x) E K(x). The corresponding 
“Skolem problem” over the valued field K asks for a g-rational point z on 
W such that f(z) is defined and v(f(z)) > 0. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6 
Now let us switch back the notation to that as introduced in Section 1. 
Thus from now on again, K denotes an algebraic number field and ZJ its ring 
of integers. K is the algebraic closure of K and 6 the integral closure of 0. If 
L! is a valuation of K then K,. is the corresponding completion and K,. its 
algebraic closure. Let 0, and d,. denote the canonical valuation rings of K,. 
and Z?‘,, respectively. 
If f = (f, Y..,f,> are given Skolem data over K then, according to Section 
1, R = O[f(X)] denotes the subring of K(X) generated over 0 by the m 
rational functionsfi(X). We have to show that the condition 
RnK=D 
is necessary and sufficient for the Skolem proHem with data f CO he IocaCIy 
solvable everywhere. 
Suppose first that R n K # n and let a E R f7 K, a 6Z 0. There exists a 
valuation v of K such that v(a) < 0. Hence a 6? O,,. On the other hand, 
aERnKcR,nK,,whereR,,=O,,[f(X)\. WeconcludethatR,.f?K,.#0,. 
and hence (using Theorem 1.5) the Skolem problem with data f is not locally 
solvable at v. 
Now suppose that R n K = 0 and let v be an arbitrary valuation of K. 
Besides the completion O,, we shall use the valuation ring of v in K: 
It consists of all quotients b/c with b. c E 0 and v(c) = 0. Let 
R; = n;[f(X)]. 
An element a E Rf n K can be written as polynomial in f(X) with coef- 
ficients in n;“. There exists c E 0. t)(c) = 0 such that every coefficient of 
c.aisinO,hencec.aER.ItfollowscaERnK=~,henceaE0~.We 
conclude 
R:nK=D!- I I . 
Now we have precisely the situation of Theorem 2.3 concerning valued 
fields. (Except the notation: the valuation ring of 2) in K is denoted here by 
0: while it had been 0 in Section 2.) We conclude from Theorem 2.3 that 
the Skolem problem with data f admits a local solution z,. in the valued 
algebraic closure of the valued field K. Up to isomorphism this valued 
algebraic closure may be regarded as a subfield of K,,. Thus we have 
obtained z,, E K”,, such that v(f(z,)) > 0. Hence the Skolem problem is locally 
solvable at u. Q.E.D. 
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4. PRELIMINARIES ON ADELES AND IDELES 
We shall use the additive notation not only for non-archimedean 
valuations but also in the archimedean case. Thus if L’ is an archimedean 
prime of K, we put 
u(a) = -log la jl 
where Ia iI, is the multiplicative valuation belonging to L’ (normalized such 
that 121,. = 2). In this way we can use the same additive formulas both for 
archimedean and non-archimedean primes. 
It will be convenient to use the language of adeles, with respect to a non- 
empty finite set S of primes of K. The primes L’ E S may be archimedean or 
non-archimedean. In any case, K,. denotes the completion of K at ~1, and the 
adele ring A,s(K) is defined to be the direct product 
A,sW = [ 1 K,.. 
I‘E 5 
Adeles will usually be denoted by greek letters, say, a, and we write CI = (a,.) 
to indicate the components a,, E K,. of CI. In all such formulas. L’ is 
understood to range over the finite set S. If all a,. # 0 then a admits an 
inverse a ’ = (a,‘) in A,(K). In this case u is called an S-idele. The field K 
is diagonally embedded into A,(K) and its elements are then called primipal 
S-adeles, resp. principal S-ideles. The additive norm function V,5 is defined 
by 
This induces a topology on V,(K). viz., the product topology of the 
components K,.. Thus A,(K) is a topological ring. 
Let L be an overfield of finite degree over K, and let S’, denote the set of 
those valuations w of L which lie above some L’ E S. For brevity we write 
A,(L) instead of A,y,(L); accordingly we speak of the S-adeles of L. There is 
a natural embedding A,(K) + A,s(L) and we identify A,s(K) with its image, to 
become a normed subring of A,(L). Under this identification, an adele 
a = (a,.) of A,(K) is identified with the adele p = (b,,.) of A,5(L). given by 
b,,. = a,. if w E S’-. u E S and ~12). (We write MI/ u in order to indicate that w 
lies above v.) 
We put 
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L ranging over the finite extensions of K. Thus for every S-adele a E A,Y(Z?) 
there exists a finite extension L of K such that a E A,(L); any such L is 
called afield of definition of a. A,(@ is a normed ring: hence addition and 
multiplication are continuous. The inverse map a F+ a-’ is continuous where 
defined, i.e., when a is an S-idele. 
We shall have to consider S-adele vectors a = (a, ,..., a,,) of length n. Each 
component ai is an adele in A,(a). Let L be a finite extension of K which is 
a field of definition of a, i.e., L should be a common field of definition for 
the components ai. Then the adele vector a can be given in the form 
a = (a,,.), where w E SL and a,,. = (a,,. ,,.., a,,,.) is a vector over L,,.. Let 
f(X) =fV, 3.-*, X,) be a rational function in K(X). We say that f(X) is 
defined at the adele vector a if eachf(a,,.) is defined (us E S’.). This implies 
that the denominator off(X). evaluated at a, yields an S-idele. If this is so 
then f(a) E A,(L). 
The norm function V,Y is naturally extended to S-adelic vectors 
a = (a, ,..., a,,) in the following way: 
v,da) = Min I Yy(a,),...3 v,da,) I. 
This yields a topology on the space of S-adelic vectors over A,5(@. A 
rational function S(X) E K(X) is continuous on this space wherever f(X) is 
defined. 
This being said, we consider Skolem data 
f = (f, V..,f,,~ 
each fi =fi(X) being a rational function in K(X). Suppose that a is an S- 
adele vector over I? such that f(a) is defined and V,(f(a)) > 0. Then a is 
called an S-adelic solution of the Skolem problem with data f. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let S be a non-empt!lJinite set of primes of K. Suppose that 
for each v E S the Skolem problem with data f admits a local solution 
2,. E IT,,. Then these solutions can be pieced together to form an S-adelic 
solution a E A,(K). 
In order to make this statement precise we have to say what is meant by 
“piecing together”: 
For each u E S let E,, = K,(q) c I?L> be the field generated by the coor- 
dinates of the given local solution vector z,, . Let L c I? be a j?nite extension 
of K whose local components above each v E S contain an isomorphic image 
of E,,. That is, for w E S’., w  1 v there exists a KJsomorphism o,.: E,. --t L ,,,. 
Let a, E L, correspond to z, under this isomorphism. Then the adele vector 
a = (a,,,) E As(L) is an S-adelic solution of the Skolem problem with data f. 
The proof is evident: Writing u = a)(. we have f(a,,.) = f(zF) = f(z,.)” 
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because the coefficients of f(X) are contained in K. Since CJ preserves the 
valuation we conclude 
w(f(a,,.)) = w(f(z,.)“) = c(f(z,.)) > 0 
W(a)) = E: I Nb,,.)) I > 0. 
Note that the above construction of a is not canonical since the isomorphic 
embeddings (T,,. :E,, + L,. are not unique in general. 
Remark 4.2. It is well known that there exist finite extensions L of K of 
prescribed local behavior, such as required in the above construction. In fact, 
there are infinitely many finite extensions L / K such that L i,. is K,.-isomorphic 
to E,., for each w( P, u E S. Moreover, given finitely many primes L’, ,.... I’, 
outside of S. the field L above can be chosen such that each of these vi splits 
completely in L. For, this extra splitting condition is a prescription of the 
local behavior of L at finitely many additional primes and hence can be 
satisfied too. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let a be an S-adelic solutiort vector for the Skolem problem 
with data f. There are principal adele vectors z E I? arbitrarilv close to a (in 
the S-adelic topologjj). If z is sufficiently close to a then V,s(f(z)) > 0, i.e., z is 
a solution, aboce S, of the Skolem problem with data f. If a is defined over 
the finite extension L of K then z may be taken to be in L too. 
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the iveali appros- 
imation theorem for L which says that L is dense in the S-adele ring A ,(L ). 
The second statement is a consequence of the continuity of rational functions 
f(X) on As(L). 
We are now going to prove a lemma on approximation of S-ideles which 
will turn out to be fundamental for the density theorem in the next section. 
Let us first recall the notion of S-integer and S-unit. 
An element z E K is called S-integral if u(z) > 0 for all non-archimedean 
primes u of K which are not contained in S. The S-integers form a subring 
D” of K. Its integral closure will be denoted by 6”; the elements z E 0,’ are 
also called S-integral. The units of the rings OS, resp. d”, are called the S- 
units in K, resp. in I?. The corresponding unit groups are denoted by E” and 
Es, respectively. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that not all archimedean primes of K are contained 
in S. Let y E A,y(I?) be an S-idele. Gioen anv approximation order N > 0 
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there is a power y” which is N-close, in the multiplicative sense, to some S- 
unit u E f?, i.e., 
Vs(y’ . u-’ - 1) > N. 
If L is a Jeld of deJnition for y then u can be chosen in L. 
ProoJ After replacing K by L and accordingly S by S’. we may assume 
that y is defined over K. Let I, = Z,(K) denote the multiplicative group of 
ideles defined over K. Then 
where K,T denotes the multiplicative group of K,.. We regard Zs as a 
topological group. Then Is/E” is compact. If this compactness is known then 
the lemma follows immediately: For, because of compactness, the power 
sequence y, y2, y’,... has a subsequence which converges in the factor group 
Is/E”. Consider the quotients of successive elements of that subsequence: we 
obtain another subsequence which now converges to the unit element of 
Is/E”. In other words: there are arbitrary high powers y’ of y which are close 
to E”. i.e., which are close to some element u E ES. This means that yr . u ’ 
is close to 1, as contended. 
Thus we have seen that the compactness of Is/E” is the essential 
ingredient of Lemma 4.4. It should be observed, however, that in general E’ 
may not be closed in I,, hence the topological factor group Is/ES may not 
be Hausdorff. Accordingly we use the term “compact” in the general sense 
(sometimes called “quasi-compact”) which also applies to spaces which are 
not separated. Thus we have to face the possibility that the limit of a 
convergent sequence may not be unique, but this does not make any 
difference for our arguments. 
The compactness of Is/E” can be regarded as well known from basic 
algebraic number theory, its sources being the finiteness of class number and 
the Dirichlet unit theorem, or equivalently, the compactness of the full idele 
class group of K. A proof can be given as follows: 
Let U,, denote the group of local units in K,.. If ~1 is archimedean and real 
then U,. = {f 1 }. If u is complex then U, is the multiplicative group of the 
unit circle. If u is non-archimedean then U,. is protinite. In any case, I/,. is 
compact. Hence the product 
us = 1 1 u,, 
IVES 
is compact. It follows that U,y . ES/ES is compact, being the image of U,s in 
Z,s/ES. Hence it suffices to show that 
is compact. 
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We regard U~Y . ES as the image of E” in the factor group I,5/U,s. The 
latter can be identified as the additive S-diuisor group D,\. An S-divisor a is 
defined to be a function (or vector) a = (m,,) which assigns to each prime 
2’ E S a real number m,,, with the specification that m,. should be contained 
in the value group v(K;?;). Thus if c is archimedean then m,. may be any real 
number while in the non-archimedean case m,, E l/e,. . Z, where e, denotes 
the ramification degree of I!. The identification I,Y/U,Y z D,5 is obtained by 
assigning to each idele (r = (a,.) its divisor a with multiplicities m,. = ~(a,.). If 
II E E” then its corresponding divisor in D,s is a principal divisor, with 
multiplicities 111,. = U(U) for c E S. Consider the principal divisor map 
ES --t D,s and the corresponding factor group C, = D,s/E”; this is the dizlisor 
class group belonging to S. By construction, 
Thus our contention is that the dicisor class group C, is compact. 
Ordinarily, the concepts of divisor and divisor class are defined only in the 
case when S consists solely of non-archimedean primes: therefore we should 
have used perhaps the term “generalized divisor,” resp. “generalized divisor 
class,” in order to indicate that non-archimedean primes may be present. The 
generalized divisor class group C,s is reduced to the ordinary one as follows: 
Let S, denote the set of non-archimedean primes in S and S, its set of 
archimedean primes. Then we have a direct decomposition 
D,s = D,s(, 0 D, . 
Consider the projection D,s --t D,5,, which consists of forgetting the 
archimedean primes, keeping the non-archimedeans only. It is easily checked 
that this leads to a natural surjective map C,Y 3 C,s,, of the corresponding 
divisor class groups. Moreover, the kernel of C,5 + C,s,, is naturally 
isomorphic to C,Y , with C, + C,s being defined by the inclusion D, c D,. 
Hence the above direct decomposition of D, leads to an exact sequence 
of the respective divisor class groups. Here C,s,, is an ordinary divisor class 
group, based on non-archimedean primes only. Hence it is contained in the 
full ordinary divisor class group C of K, in the absolute sense (which is 
based on all non-archimedean primes of K). Explicitly, C,50 consists precisely 
of those divisor classes of C which can be represented by a divisor with 
support S,,. Since C is finite, its order being the class number h of K, it 
follows that C,(, is finite too, of order <h (and =h if S, is large). Conse- 
quently the compactness property of C, is reduced to the compactness of 
C,s,. Observe that S, consists solely of archimedean primes, hence the unit 
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group ES= is the unit group of K in the absolute sense, and thus it will be 
denoted by E. The “divisor group” Dsn, is now a real vector space. product 
of copies of iR, one for each prime v E S,. The principal divisor map 
E-D,= sends each unit u E E to the vector with the coordinates 
v(u) = -log 1 u lc (v E S). This is precisely the “logarithmic map” appearing 
in the Dirichlet unit theorem. Note that (by hypothesis) S, does not contain 
all the archimedean primes of K; hence we conclude from Dirichlet’s 
theorem that the logarithmic image of E in DsN contains an R-basis of D,, . 
This implies that Csm = D,,/E is the image of a compact group, viz., the 
factor group of Dsm modulo the lattice generated by an R-basis. Conse- 
quently Csr, is compact, as contended. 
If S, contains all but one archimedean primes of K then the logarithmic 
image of E in D,. is a lattice itself, due to the non-vanishing of the 
regulator. Hence in this case E is discrete in D,,,,, and C,,, is separated. 
Retracing the arguments in the foregoing proof we conclude that E is 
discrete in Zsm and hence closed (observe that En Us,, is finite, consisting of 
the roots of unity of K). In general, however, we have to face the possibility 
that E” is not closed in Z,V. 
Lemma 4.4 is proved. 
By following up the various steps in the above proof it is possible, at least 
in principle, to obtain an explicit estimate of the exponent r in the lemma, in 
terms of y and N. This estimate will involve the class number, the regulator 
of K, and the ramification degrees e,. and residue degrees f,, of the primes 
1, E s. 
Remark 4.5. In the same situation as in Lemma 4.4, let I’, ,..., yd E A,(z) 
be finitely many ideles, each yi defined over some finite extension Li of K. 
Then the simultaneous approximation conditions 
v,(y; . u,:’ - 1) > N (1 <i<d) 
can be solved by S-units ui E Li. with uniform exponent r not depending on 
2. 
To see this, consider the vector (7, ,..., yd) as an element of the direct 
product 
, likrl zs(Li). 
Let 
, Jl, E”(Li) ,, 
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be the direct product of the S-unit groups in the Iields L,. The factor group 
, Jill, zS(L;)lE”(Li) 
, x 
is compact, because each factor is compact as shown in the above proof. 
Consequently, by the same compactness argument as in the above proof, we 
find a power (yi,..., 7:) which can be closely approximated by some 
(U , ,..., ud), with ui E E”(L,). 
Remark 4.6. In the same situation as in Remark 4.5, assume that the 
yi ,..., yd are permuted under the Galois group G of EIK. Then the U, ,.... u(, 
can be chosen such that they are also permuted under G, coherently to the 
permutation of the yi. This means: 
If yy = yi then uy = ui, for a E G and 1 < i, j < d. 
This is seen as follows. We may suppose that each Li is the minimal field 
of definition for yi, i.e., the fixed field of the stabilizer of 1~~ in G. Consider a 
complete set of representatives of the G-orbits among the )I, ,..., I’(,. For these 
representatives ‘Jo we use Remark 4.5 to obtain a power y( (with uniform 
exponent r) and S-units zli E Li which are N-close to j$, respectively. Now 
any other vj is G-conjugate to one of the chosen representatives, say, to ;ji. 
Then yy = vj with some a E G. The action of a on Li is uniquely determined 
by this condition (due to the minimal choice of Li). Now we define u.~ by the 
formula uj = up. It is then clear that U, ,..., ud are well defined, that they are 
permuted under G in a coherent manner to y, ,..., Y(,, and that they satisfy the 
required approximation conditions. 
5. THE DENSITY THEOREM 
We refer to given Skolem data f = (f, ,...,f,,) where eachf. =h(X) E K(X) 
is a rational function in the vector variable X = (X, ,..., X,). Let S be a finite 
set of primes of K, archimedean or non-archimedean. We say that the 
Skolem problem with data f is solvable outside of S if there exists a vector z 
in l? such that f(z) is S-integral. If S is empty. or if S consists of 
archimedean primes only, then solvability outside of S means global 
solvability as defined in Section 1. 
THEOREM 5.1 (DENSITY THEOREM). Suppose that not all archimedean 
primes of K are contained in S. 
(i) If the Skolem problem wlith data f is locally solvable at each f- 
singular prime v @ S of K then there exists a vector z = (z, . . . . . z,,) in I? such 
that f(z) is S-integral. That is. z solves the Skolem problem outside of S. 
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(ii) Moreover, z can be chosen such as to satisfv above S any 
prescribed adelic approximation condition, of the form 
Vs(z - a) > N 
where a is an S-adele vector and N > 0 is a real number. That is, the 
solutions z E R of our Skolem problem outside of S are dense in the S-adelic 
vector space. 
(iii) Let L be a field of definition for a, of finite degree over K. Then 
the vector z can be chosen such that in addition every prime w E St, splits 
completely in L(z). 
If S is empty then we obtain from (i) the local-global principle of Theorem 
1.1, as a special case of the density theorem. However, even if one is 
interested in Theorem 1.1 only, it is essential for the proof to consider the 
more general density statement (ii) at the same time: this will be evident 
from our proof below. On the other hand, the density theorem is of interest 
in its own right, not only as a means of proof of Theorem 1.1. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 one obtains the following 
statement which may be called the strong approximation theorem. In this 
theorem it is assumed that the Skolem problem with data f is globall) 
solvable. The contention is that the global solutions are dense in the space of 
adelic solutions. More precisely, let S be a finite set of non-archimedean 
primes, containing all the f-singular primes. Let a be an S-adelic solution 
vector of the Skolem problem, above S. Then there exists a global solution 
vector z E I? of the Skolem problem, such that z approximates a on S with 
given approximation order N > 0, and such that z is S-integral. Indeed, this 
is immediate from the density theorem because by sufficiently close approx- 
imation to a we can achieve that z solves the Skolem problem above S too 
(Lemma 4.3), hence z is a global solution. In order to ensure that z is S- 
integral we have to use the density theorem not for f but for the extended 
Skolem problem f* = (X, f(X )). (Note that f* does not have any 
singularities outside of S because f doesn’t.) 
Statement (iii) has been included in the density theorem since it seems to 
be of importance in various number theoretical applications. Suppose, for 
example, that the Skolem problem with data f is globally solvable. with the 
base field K being real, i.e., having a real archimedean prime. If K has at 
least one other archimedean valuation (i.e., if K # 0) then we conclude from 
(iii) that a global solution z of the Skolem problem can be found, such that z 
and all its K-conjugates are real. Moreover, z can be chosen to lie in anj, 
prescribed open set of the real vector space, as well as all its K-conjugates. 
The inclusion of statement (iii) will force us to make the constructions of 
the following proof K-rational, which will imply certain complications in the 
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proof of Lemma 5.2. Without (iii), the proof could be somewhat simplified 
and shortened. 
Before starting with the proof of Theorem 5.1 let us make the following 
remark. Suppose that the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied for S and f. 
i.e., the Skolem problem for f is locally solvable at each f-singular valuation 
outside of S. Suppose that S is contained in some other finite set T of primes 
of K: 
S c T. 
If T does not contain all the archimedean primes of K then clearly the 
hypothesis of theorem 5.1 is also satisfied for T and f. We claim: 
If the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 holds for T and f then it also holds for S 
and f. 
To see this, consider the finite set T\S. At every L’ E T\S the Skolem 
problem for f is locally solvable. For if 21 is f-singular then this is contained 
in the hypohesis of Theorem 5.1 while otherwise we refer to Theorem 1.2 
(which has been proved in Section 2 already). Hence by Lemma 4.1 there 
exists a (T\S)-adelic solution p of the Skolem problem for f. 
Now since Theorem 5.1 is supposed to hold for T and f, we can find a 
vector z E I? solving the Skolem problem for f outside of T, and satisfying on 
T any prescribed adelic approximation condition. Let us give the following 
prescription on T: On S we require that z is a close approximation to the 
given S-adele vector a in order to satisfy the condition (ii) of Theorem 5.1 
on S. On T\S we require that z is sufficiently close to the above p. such as 
to conclude that z solves the Skolem problem on T\S (see Lemma 4.3). 
Therefore, z now solves the Skolem problem for f not only outside of T but 
also on T\S, hence outside of S, as required by Theorem 5.1. 
In addition we can also satisfy the splitting condition (iii) of Theorem 5.1 
on S, if it can be satisfied on T, this is seen as follows. We may assume 
without loss that K = L (otherwise we replace K by L and S by S’ without 
changing the problem). Then a is defined over K already, and the contention 
is that every v E S splits completely in K(z), if z is properly chosen. Observe 
that the auxiliary (T\S)-adele vector p is not necessarily defined over K. But 
since T\S is disjoint to S, we can choose p to be defined over a field K’ such 
that every v E S splits complete<v in K’ (see Remark 4.2). Clearly, (a, p) is 
defined over K’. Hence applying Theorem 5.1 (iii) to T and (a, p), we obtain 
z such that every U’ E SK splits completely in K’(z). It follows that, indeed. 
every u E S splits completely in K(z). 
We conclude: 
In order to prove Theorem 5.1, after suitably enlarging S we may assume 
that S contains any finitely many non-archimedean primes L’ of K which are 
given in advance. We shall refer to this as the enlargement principle; it will 
be used several times in our proof below. 
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In particular S may always be assumed non-empty. 
The following lemma is actually a special case of the Density Theorem 
5.1. We prefer to state it as a separate lemma in order to simplify later 
reference. The proof of the lemma constitutes the essential step towards the 
proof of the general density theorem. Let us consider the following situation: 
f(X) a non-constant polynomial in K[X] (one variable X), 
s a non-empty finite set of primes of K, such that not all 
archimedean primes of K are contained in S, 
a an S-adele in A,(i), 
N a real number >O, 
L a field of definition of a. 
LEMMA 5.2. There exists z E I? such that 
(i) f(z) is an S-unit, 
(ii) z is N-close to a, 
(iii) every prime in SL splits completely in L(z). 
As said above already, this lemma is a special case of the general density 
theorem, namely, for the Skolem data 
f = (f(X), l/f(X)). 
For this type of data, the global Skolem problem is always solvable, because 
the equation f(z) = 1 has a solution z in the algebraically closed field I?. 
Hence the problem is a priori locally solvable, at every non-archimedean 
prime v of K. Therefore the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied in this 
case for each S; this explains why such hypothesis does not appear in the 
statement of the lemma. 
ProoJ: We are going to construct a non-constant polynomial 
h(X) E K[X] such that every root z E I? of h(X) satisfies the conditions of 
the lemma. First some preliminary remarks. 
We may assume that f (X) is manic with S-integral coefficients. For if this 
is not so then we use the enlargement principle (as explained above); we 
enlarge S such as to contain the finitely many non-archimedean primes of K 
which appear in the denominator of the coefficients of f(X) or in the 
numerator of the highest coefficient. Now f(X) will have S-integral coef- 
ficients, and its highest coefficient c is an S-unit. Multiplication off(X) with 
the S-unit cP I does not change the problem and renders f(X) to be manic. 
In addition, we may assume that f (X) is free from multiple roots. and that 
its discriminant is an S-unit. To see this let us write f(X) = n(X - ti)‘i, 
where the ti range over the different roots off(X), with multiplicities e,. Now 
the ti are S-integers. Consequently, f(z) = n(z - ti)ei is an S-unit if and 
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only if z is S-integral and each z - ti is an S-unit. This last statement does 
not depend on the multiplicities ei. Hence we may replace f(X) by its 
multiplicity-free kernel n (X - ti), without changing the problem. In other 
words we may assume that f(X) is of the form 
f(X)= 11 v-tJ 
ISi<d 
where the roots ti E Z? are mutually different. Then the discriminant is 
A= I[ (ti-t,i)z#O. 
IG.i~i<d 
If d should not be an S-unit then we enlarge S again, such as to contain the 
non-archimedean primes of K which appear in the numerator of d. 
Now let h(X) E K[X] b e manic with S-integral coefficients. Let us write 
h(X) = n(X - zp>, w ere h the roots z, E i? are S-integers. As observed 
above already, f(z,) is an S-unit if and only if each z, - tj is an S-unit. If 
this is to hold for all z, then the product nU(zU - ti) = kh(ti) is to be an S- 
unit. Thus we obtain the following condition which ensures that every root of 
h(X) satisfies requirement (i) of the lemma: 
h(ti) is an S-unit ( 1 < i < d). (1) 
Before reformulating requirements (ii) and (iii) in terms of h(X) let us 
remark: 
We may assume that K = L. For if this is not so then we replace K by L 
and accordingly S by SL: this will not change the problem of Lemma 5.2. 
Now condition (iii) requires that each u E S splits completely in K(z); if 
this is to hold for every root z of h(X) then this means: 
h(X) splits completely> over K, , (2) 
for each 1’ E S. As to condition (ii) we remark that a is defined over K (since 
K = L); hence we may write a = (a,,) with a,, E K,, where L’ ranges over S. 
Thus (ii) can be rephrased as follows: 
Every root of h(X) in K,. is N-close to a,., (3) 
for each v E S. For technical reasons we add the following condition: 
h(X) is free from multiple roots. (4) 
Let us call h(X) to be admissible at P if it satisfies (2). (3) and (4). 
Thus we are faced with the construction of a manic polynomial 
h(X) E K[XJ with S-integral coefficients, which is admissible at each I’ E S 
and which satisfies (1). 
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Remark. It follows from Krasner’s lemma that admissibility is preserved 
under small perturbations of the polynomial. More precisely, if 
h,(X) E K,[X] is admissible at u, and if h(X) is sufficiently close to h,,(X) 
(coefficientwise in the topology of K,.) then h(X) is admissible too. In this 
conclusion it is important that admissibility includes condition (4). In fact, 
we have introduced the extra condition (4) solely for the purpose of this 
argument. Observe that Krasner’s lemma holds also if u is archimedean. In 
the real case this is immediate from Sturm’s theorem, while in the complex 
case it is identical with the theorem about continuity of roots of polynomials. 
Using this remark our construction of h(X) will be performed in two steps. 
In the first step we shall construct certain admissible polynomials 
Mm E &[A> f or each o E S. In the second step we shall use the strong 
approximation theorem to approximate the h,.(X) by h(X) E K[X]; if the 
approximation is sufftciently close then we know that h(X) is admissible. 
It will be convenient to use the adelic language also for polynomials: An 
S-adelic polynomial q(X) is a polynomial whose coefficients are S-adeles. 
q(X) is defined over K if each of its coefficients is defined over K. Suppose 
this to be the case. Then we can write q(X) = (h,,(X)) with h,,(X) E K,.[X] 
where v ranges over S. If r(X) is manic then all h,.(X) are manic of the same 
degree, and conversely. If each h,,(X) is admissible at n then we say that 
q(X) is admissible on S. For each ti the value r](ti) is an adele defined over 
K(ti). It may happen that q(ti) is a principal adele, i.e., an element of the 
field K(ti). Consider the following condition: 
q(ti) is principal, and it is an S-unit (1 <i<d). (5) 
We claim: 
There exists a manic adelic polynomial q(X) defined over K, which is 
admissible and satisfies (5). 
To prove this claim we start by choosing for each u E S elements 
acl ,.... alrd E K, which are N-close to a,. and mutually distinct. Then the 
manic polynomial 
Gil = 1 [ (x- a,.i) E K,.[XJ 
I<i<d 
is admissible at u. In choosing the a,,, we may avoid the finitely many roots 
off(X) in K, (if there are any). Accordingly we assume that: 
g,.(X) has no common root withf(X). (6) 
Let us put 
Y(X) = (g,(W> (u E s>. 
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y(X) is an adelic polynomial defined over K, manic of degree d. For each i 
its value y(ti) = yi is an adele defined over K(ti). It follows from (6) that yi 
has all its components non-zero, hence yi is in fact an idele. By Lagrange 
interpolation we have 
(7) 
where f((X) denotes the ith interpolation polynomial: 
f&y)= [1 x-ti 
I $j<d ti - t j  
(1 <i<d). (8) 
Jfi 
We have fi(ti) = 1 and fi(ti) = 0 if j # i. 
Note that by definition the yi are permuted under the Galois group G of 
EiK, in the same way as are the t, ,..., t,: 
If tY = tj then ~7 = yj, 
for all CJ E G. We shall say that the y, ,..., yd are t-symmetric over K if we 
want to refer to this permutation property. 
Now we apply Lemma 4.4 to the S-ideles yi ,..., yd, with respect to a 
sufficiently large approximation order N’ > 0 (which will be specified later). 
Observing Remark 4.6 we obtain a uniform exponent I > 3 such that yr is 
multiplicatively close to some S-unit ui E K(t,), and such that U, ,..., ud are 
t-symmetric over K. Let us write 
Ei . 1’;’ = u; (1 <i<d) (9) 
where the S-idele ci is N’-close to 1. Clearly, F,...., cd are also t-symmetric 
over K. Consequently, the adelic polynomial 
y”‘(X) =&f(X) + \’ cjy; .f.(X) 
I c_ i k. d 
(10) 
is defined over K. By definition r”‘(X) is manic of degree d. The disturbance 
factors ci are N’-close to 1. If N’ is large then we see (comparing (10) and 
(7)) that y”‘(X) is close to y(X), sufficiently close to deduce from Krasner’s 
lemma that v”‘(X) is admissible because v(X) is admissible. In the following 
we suppose that N’ has been chosen according to this specification. Hence 
y”‘(X) is admissible. 
Now we define y(‘)(X),.... y”‘(X) as follows: 
y”‘(X) =f(X) + iv \’ yi *f,(X) 
I <T<d 
(2 <j < r) (11) 
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where S(‘),..., S@’ are auxiliary ideles, defined over K, N/-close to 1 and 
subject to the condition 
n 6”’ = 1. 
2<j&r 
(12) 
Then again, y”“(X) is sufficiently close to y(X) such as to ensure that @‘(X) 
is admissible. Let us put 
This is an adelic polynomial, manic of degree rd. By construction (10) and 
(11) we have 
p(ti) = EiYi 
p(ti) = p yi (2 <j < r). 
Consequently, using (12) and (9) we see that 
tf(fi) = Ei$ = ui (1 < i < d). 
Thus r](X) satisfies condition (5). It remains to verify that q(X) is admissible, 
provided the auxiliary ideles do’ are chosen suitably. 
Let us write fP’ = (dy’) with dz’ E K,. (L’ E S). For brevity we put 
k,,(X) = g,,(X) -f(X). Then the tj-component of y”‘(X) is given by 
g”‘(X) =f(X) + d? k (A’) I> I ’ L‘ P,<j<r) 
according to the definition (11). As to j = 1 we write 
g;.“(X) =f(X) + k;,“(X) 
according to (10). The v-component of r](X) is 
h,.(X) = 1 1 g:‘(x). 
1sisr 
We know by construction that each factor g!‘(X) is admissible at u. Hence, 
clearly, h,,(X) satisfies conditions (2) and (3) since every root of h,.(X) is a 
root of some gt(“(X). Thus the only possible obstacle for h,.(X) to be 
admissible is condition (4). If h,,(X) does not satisfy (4) then two factors 
g:)(X) and g!‘(X) with i #j have a root in common. We have to show that 
this does not happen if the dl;” are properly chosen. 
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First suppose that both i, j# 1. If g:,“(X) and g:‘(X) have the common 
root a then 
f(a 1 + dj,” . k,,(u) = 0 =f(u) + di!’ . k,.(a). 
Here we have k,.(a) # 0 since otherwisef(a) = 0 = g,.(u), contrary to (6). It 
follows d”’ = d:‘. Consequently, if the d:’ are chosen to be mutually distinct 
then gi,i’(X) and g:‘(X) do not have a common root. 
Secondly, suppose that i = 1, j# 1. If g:.“(X) and g:‘(X) have the 
common root a then 
f(u) + kj.“(U) = 0 =&f(a) + d,“’ . k,.(u). 
Again, k,.(u) # 0, and it follows d,‘” = k:.“(u) . k,.(a)- ‘. In order to avoid this 
we have to choose the dt’ to be different from the finitely many elements 
k!,“(u) . k,,(a)-‘, where u-ranges over the roots of gj.“(X). 
We have obtained the following conditions for the 
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4 ,..., djT’ E K,. : they should be 
- mutually distinct, 
- different from finitely many given elements in K,., 
- TV-close to 1. 
In addition, they should satisfy the product relation 
r - 1 elements 
in view of (12). It is clear that all these conditions can be satisfied; 
concerning the product relation we recall that r > 3 and hence there are at 
least two factors. 
By means of the above construction we have verified our claim, namely: 
rf(X) is an adelic polynomial defined over K, manic of degree rd, admissible 
and satisfying (5). Now by Lagrange interpolation we have 
where n(X) is an adelic polynomial defined over K, manic of degree rd - d. 
At this point we invoke the strong approximation theorem of the field K, 
applied to the S-adelic coefficients of J(X). We conclude that l(X) can be 
approximated arbitrarily close (coefficientwise in the S-adelic topology) by a 
manic polynomial I(X) E K[X] with S-integral coefficients. Let us put 
h(X) = I(X) .f(X) + \‘ ui .fi(X). 
I hi<d 
(14) 
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Then h(X) E K[X]. This is because the u,,..., ud are t-symmetric by 
construction, and therefore JJ u&(X) E K[X]. 
The coefficients of h(X) are S-integral. This follows from the fact that 
each interpolation polynomial j&V) has S-integral coefficients; note that the 
denominators ti - tj appearing in the definition (8) are S-units because the 
discriminant A is supposed to be an S-unit. 
If 1(X) has been chosen very close to A(X) then h(X) is close to r&Y). 
sufficiently close to deduce from Krasner’s lemma that h(X) is admissible 
over S because r(X) is admissible. 
Finally, from (14) we see that h(ti) = ui (1 < i < d), hence h(X) satisfies 
condition (1). 
Thus we see that h(X) has the required properties which, as observed 
above, imply that every root z E I? of h(X) is a solution of the problem of 
lemma 5.2. 
Lemma 5.2 is proved. 
Perhaps it is noteworthy to record the following special case of Lemma 
5.2, in the case f(X) =X. 
COROLLARY 5.3 (UNIT DENSITY LEMMA). Let S be a nowempty finite set 
of valuations of K. Then the group of S-units in I? is dense in the S-adele 
ring A ,(I?). 
We are now turning to the proof of Theorem 5.1 in the general case. for 
arbitrary Skolem data 
f(X) = (flv%.~fm(x~) 
in the vector variable X = (X, ,..., X,,). We write 
with non-zero polynomials gi, hi E K[X]. Using the enlargement principle 
(as explained above) we suppose that S is so large that every non-zero coef- 
ficient of gi or hi is an S-unit. In this situation we are looking for a vector 
z E I? such that each g,(z) and each h,(z) is an S-unit, and such that z 
satisfies the approximation condition (ii) and the splitting condition (iii) of 
Theorem 5.1. 
We use induction with respect to the number n of variables. First suppose 
that n = 1; then we write X instead of X. Let f (X) = nj g,(X) h,(X) E K[X]. 
If f (X) is constant then each gi and each hi is constant, and there is nothing 
to prove. Now suppose f (X) to be non-constant. We apply Lemma 5.2 to 
obtain z E Z? such that f (2) = u is an S-unit, and such that z satisfies (ii) and 
(iii). By construction, the coefficients off(X) are S-integers and its highest 
coefficient is an S-unit. Consequently, the equation f (z) = u implies that z is 
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S-integral. It follows that each gi(z) and each hi(z) is S-integral. Since their 
product is an S-unit it follows that gi(z) and hi(z) are S-units. 
Now suppose n > 1; let us put X = (X, , X’) with X’ = (X2,..., X,). Write 
each g,(X,, X’) as a polynomial in X’ with coefficients in KIX,], and also 
the h&Y,, X’). Let k,(X,) be the appearing non-zero coefficients, j ranging 
over a suitable finite index set. By what has been proved already there exists 
z, E I? such that each k,(z,) is an S-unit. Consequently the polynomials 
giCz I 3 X’) and h,(z,, X’) in II - 1 variables X’ have all their non-zero coef- 
ficients being S-units. By induction we conclude that there exists 
z’ = (z2 ,..., zn) in I? such that each g,(z, , z’) and each h,(z, . z’) is an S-unit. 
(One should observe that the gi(z, , X’), h,(z, , X’) are defined over K(z ,), 
hence the induction assumption is to be applied over K(z,) as base field.) As 
to the approximation condition (ii), in order to approximate the S-adele 
vector a = (CI~, a2 ,..., a,,) = (a,, a’) we take care in the first step X, + z, that 
z, approximates a,, while in the second step z’ should approximate a’. Then 
z = (z,, z’) approximates a as required. As to the splitting condition (iii) we 
may assume without loss that L = K. Then in the first step we take care that 
every v E S splits completely in K(z,) while in the second step every 
w E SK(‘l’ should split in K(z,, z’) = K(z). 
Theorem 5.1 is proved. 
We remark that the case II = 1 of Theorem 5.1 is an extremely special 
case of Theorem 5.1.1 of 111, where much more precise results are proved, 
not requiring the omission of one archimedean valuation. Hence it can be 
said that the case tt = 1 of Theorem 5.1 is contained in [ 11 already, and the 
direct proof we have given has been for the convenience of the reader only. 
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